LADERA RANCH MIDDLE SCHOOL 2013!
MAGAZINE & COOKIE DOUGH SALE!

***IMPORTANT TURN-IN DATES***
ADDRESS BOOKS: DUE FRIDAY SEPT 13
DUCK COUPON DAYS: TUES SEPT 17, THURS SEPT 19 & TUES SEPT 24 @ LUNCH
TURN IN ALL ORDER FORMS & PAYMENT ON: WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 25

ONLY 2 EASY STEPS!

STEP 1: FILL OUT THIS BOOK!

DUE 9/13!
FILL OUT ALL 10 ADDRESSES & WIN = PICK YOUR FIRST ALL STAR DUCK + LANYARD + THE MAGIC TOILET

ONE STUDENT WILL WIN THE DRAWING FOR A MINI FRIDGE W/ ALL 12 DUCKS & $25 CASH
ORDERS RECEIVED BY ADDRESS BOOKS DO NOT COUNT FOR ANY PRIZES BELOW! WE DO NOT TRACK THESE BOOKS BY STUDENT.

STEP 2:
SELL 7 OR MORE ITEMS!

FILL OUT 10 ADDRESSES WITH FRIENDS & RELATIVES OVER THE AGE OF 21 THAT LIVE OUT OF TOWN

YOU CAN ALSO BUY/SELL MAGAZINES ONLINE AT www.gaschoolstore.com SCHOOL CODE: 647800

SELL 1 ITEM
SEAN WATSON MAGIC SHOW!
GET OUT OF CLASS TO GO! + ALL STAR DUCK!

SELL 4 ITEMS
THE AWESOME DRINK FUSOR!
SOME W/ CASH! + ALL STAR DUCK + ABOVE PRIZE!

MAGIC NUMBER! 7 ITEMS
WEINERSCHNITZEL TRUCK PARTY!
+ FROZEN YOGURT TRUCK + ALL STAR DUCK + ABOVE PRIZE!

SELL 15 ITEMS
SECURITY CAMERA OR BOX OF APPLE POPS
OR WHEEL OF FORTUNE! WIN $1-500!
OR MONKEY HEADPHONES + ALL STAR DUCK + ABOVE PRIZES!

SELL 20 ITEMS
DAY OFF SCHOOL TO GO TO RAGING WATERS!
+ ALL STAR DUCK + ABOVE PRIZES!

SELL 30 ITEMS
BRING A FRIEND TO RAGING WATERS!
+ FRONT OF THE LINE PASS FOR THE YEAR! + ABOVE PRIZES!

SELL 40 OR MORE ITEMS!

PICK ONE MORE PRIZE FROM THE HIGHEST LEVEL YOU REACH! + YOU GET THE PRIZES 30 & BELOW!

40 ITEMS = $25 CASH OR MINI FRIDGE OR DISCO LT
60 ITEMS = $75 CASH OR SHUFFLE
80 ITEMS = $100 CASH OR PENNY BOARD
100 ITEMS = $200 CASH OR NANO
150 ITEMS = $500 CASH OR IPAD OR ANY GAME SYSTEM!
200 ITEMS = $750 CASH OR MACBOOK
250 ITEMS = $1000 CASH OR ANY GAME SYSTEM!

OTHER PRIZES AVAILABLE!
SEE PRIZE CHART FOR DETAILS!

HOW DO I WIN MY DUCKS?

ALL STAR DUCK COUPONS!

I’VE SOLD 1 ITEM!
I’VE SOLD 4 ITEMS!
I’VE SOLD 7 ITEMS!
I’VE SOLD 10 ITEMS!
I’VE SOLD 15 ITEMS!
I’VE SOLD 20 ITEMS!

I HIT THE MAGIC NUMBER!

WIN 1 ALL STAR DUCK FOR EACH SALES LEVEL YOU REACH UP TO 20!

TURN IN THESE COUPONS ON DUCK DAYS ONLY!

FILL OUT THESE COUPONS AS YOU SELL DURING THE SALE TO WIN DUCKS!
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